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CULTIVATED

Born into poverty. Shows physical promise. Works
steel mills in Troy. Gang life, street fighting. The
docks and steamboats. Works for Capt. Levi Smith.
Smith forbids relationship between his daughter, Susie,
and Morrissey.

Moves to New York. Tammany Hall. Comes under
patronage of Capt. Isaiah Rynders. Acquires nickname,
“Old Smoke”, after fight in which he is burned but
battles on. Reputation grows.

California interlude. Runs card games. First
professional bare-knuckle bout. Returns to New York.
Starts own gambling house with Tammany Hall
backing and protection.

In Boston Corners, over 5000 people watch Morrissey
win a bruising 37-round epic against Yankee Sullivan
for the national bare-knuckle title. At the end of the
fight, a riot breaks out.

Celebrity grows. Develops bitter rivalry with gang
leader Bill Poole, now allied with former boss Rynders.
After many encounters, Morrissey endures a savage
beating at Poole’s hands.

In revenge for the beating, a Morrissey henchman
shoots Poole. Poole dies two weeks later, proclaiming
himself in death what Morrissey would never be: a true
American. The taunt strikes home.

Irish gangs join forces against the Native gangs in a
brutal, bloody mass riot on the 4th of July. The Dead
Rabbits triumph over Rynders’ gang. Already Irish
gangland chief, Morrissey is now King of the Five Points.

Morrissey marries forbidden first love, Susie Smith,
in 1854. But before fully embracing respectability, he
takes on one last battle, with childhood nemesis
John Heenan. Morrissey wins emphatically to retire
undefeated – and hungry for everything the future holds…
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Don’t let the name fool you: There was nothing fluffy about these bunnies. The Dead Rabbits
were a notorious Irish street gang of raggle-taggle thieves and thugs, arm-breakers and
shoulder-hitters. They ran numbers and rackets on the docks. They were enforcers, fixers,
hooligans. Their fighting colors were a red ribbon. They carried a dead rabbit on a spike.
And John Morrissey led them from the front.
He was first in with his fists or a club or a knife or whatever came to hand. He feared no one.
He was ruthless but he had a code: protection of the weak, and loyalty above all. Among the
immigrant poor of The Five Points, that made him a local hero.
Morrissey also had a nickname, Old Smoke. He came by it, naturally enough, in a fight. In
the struggle, he was pinned to hot coals from an overturned stove. The clothes on his back
alight and his skin aflame, he rose up, fought on, won. A legend was born.
He was a dandy too. Tailored top-coats, shirts and suits, silk ties and handmade brogues. A
diamond tie pin and matching cufflinks. Gold pocket watch. Signet ring. Razor.
Raised in poverty, John Morrissey was the illiterate brawler who taught himself to read and
write. The gambler who founded a racecourse. The prizefighter who scrapped his way from the
streets to the ultimate in respectability.
Wharf-rat, chicken-thief, prize-fighter, congressman, senator: it’s a defiantly American tale
– with an Irish accent.
So you can be sure it’s good for the telling.

Part One: The fall and rise of John “Old Smoke” Morrissey, with drinks

FRESH

CRISP, GREEN, BRIGHT, MODERN.

FIERY
IMMIGRANT

Nettle tea-infused Jameson Black Barrel Irish Whiskey,
Pernod Absinthe, elderflower, lime, cucumber, fennel,
Bittermens Boston Bittahs

QUEBEC CITY
Redbreast 12 Year Old Irish Whiskey, Fernet-Branca, lime,
black tea, cardamom, mint

SHARP
DOWNTOWNER

Powers Gold Label Irish Whiskey, lime, orange, lychee, basil,
Peychaud’s Bitters

B AT T L E O F T R O Y

STRONG

Jameson Original Irish Whiskey,
Absolut Craft Herbaceous Lemon Vodka, pine, lemon, eucalyptus

CROSS PUNCH (BOWL)

Pineapple-infused Pisco Portón, lemon, chamomile, nutmeg

SWEET SUE
Bols Genever, lemon, celery, mint

LOW-SPIRITED
C A P TA I N L E V I

Green tea-infused Jameson Original Irish Whiskey,
Pernod Absinthe, pine, lime, apple

S T E A M B O AT
Green tea-infused Tanqueray Gin, lime, pistachio, eucalyptus,
cream, egg white
ALL DRINKS

$14

BIT T ER
PUNCH BOWLS FROM

$50

P R I C E S D O N O T I N C L U D E N Y S S A L E S TA X ( 8 . 8 7 5 % )

g.

FRESH
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FIERY

AROMATIC, SPICY, TANGY, SAVORY.
PORT OF NEW YORK

SHARP

Del Maguey Vida Mezcal, lime, watermelon, pomegranate,
chili pepper, blood orange

EMPIRE CLUB

Hibiscus-infused Powers Gold Label Irish Whiskey,
Connemara Peated Irish Whiskey, Braulio Amaro,
Pernod Absinthe, lemon, strawberry, rhubarb,
Dead Rabbit Orinoco Bitters

STRONG
ISAIAH RYNDERS

Jameson Black Barrel Irish Whiskey,
Connemara Peated Irish Whiskey, cardamom, ginger, lime,
tamarind, vanilla, Orinoco Bitters

TA M M A N Y S TA L WA R T
Earl Grey-infused Monkey Shoulder Blended Scotch Whisky,
peated Scotch Whisky, Pernod Absinthe, white chocolate, lemon,
vanilla, fresh cream, egg white

LOW-SPIRITED
K AT E R I D G E L Y

Cutty Sark Prohibition Edition Blended Scotch Whisky,
peated Scotch Whisky, Aperol, sweet vermouth, chili pepper

H AT C H E T - M A N M C C A N N
Powers John’s Lane Release Irish Whiskey, aperitif wine,
artichoke, apricot, orange, Peychaud’s Bitters

BIT T ER
FIGHTING IRISH

Redbreast 12 Year Old Irish Whiskey, peated Scotch Whisky,
Green Chartreuse, pineapple, lemon, almond, chili pepper

OLD SMOKE
Powers Signature Release Irish Whiskey,
Connemara Peated Irish Whiskey, Pernod Absinthe,
sweet vermouth, parfait amour liqueur, celery

AMBITIOUS

ALL DRINKS

$14

PUNCH BOWLS FROM

$50

P R I C E S D O N O T I N C L U D E N Y S S A L E S TA X ( 8 . 8 7 5 % )

i.

FIERY
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SHARP
SOUR, ACIDIC, SALTY, TART.

STRONG
SPIRIT OF ’49

Jasmine tea-infused Mordain Poitín, sweet muscat, peach, lemon,
Bittermens Burlesque Bitters, champagne

DAD CUNNINGHAM
Redbreast 12 Year Old Irish Whiskey, Jamaican rum blend, port,
lime, raspberry, Dead Rabbit Orinoco Bitters

LOW-SPIRITED
S T O WAWAY

Masala chai-infused Del Maguey Vida Mezcal,
Jamaican rum blend, Pernod Absinthe, spiced amaro, lime, almond

GOLDMINE
Jameson Gold Reserve Irish Whiskey, port, cranberry, allspice,
lemon, orange, chocolate, egg white

BIT T ER
FARO PUNTER

Apple brandy, peach brandy, lime, pistachio,
eucalyptus, egg white

SUIT OF SPADES
Absolut Craft Smokey Tea Vodka, Del Maguey Vida Mezcal,
aperitif wine, white chocolate, lemon, sea salt

AMBITIOUS
PRIZEFIGHT

Martinique Rhum J.M V.S.O.P., lime, mint, eucalyptus

MARE ISLAND
Rémy Martin VS Cognac, dark rum, lime, vanilla, allspice,
egg white, fresh cream, Dead Rabbit Orinoco Bitters

CULTIVATED

ALL DRINKS

$14

PUNCH BOWLS FROM

$50

P R I C E S D O N O T I N C L U D E N Y S S A L E S TA X ( 8 . 8 7 5 % )

k.

SHARP
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STRONG

SPIRITUOUS, CONCENTRATED, INTENSE, ROBUST.

LOW-SPIRITED
CONTENDER

Powers Gold Label Irish Whiskey, Braulio Amaro, chocolate,
allspice, coffee, Dead Rabbit Orinoco Bitters

YA N K E E S U L L I VA N
Bulleit Rye Whiskey, Bitter Truth E**X**R, Pernod Absinthe,
cherry, chocolate

BIT T ER
RIGHT-HAND SMASH

Old Forester Signature 100-proof Bourbon, Pernod Absinthe,
parfait amour liqueur, black tea, mint

STINGER
Green Spot Irish Whiskey, Fernet-Branca, Branca Menta,
demerara syrup, Dead Rabbit Orinoco Bitters

AMBITIOUS
COUNTER PUNCH (BOWL)

Jameson Black Barrel Irish Whiskey, Jamaican rum blend,
Irish stout, lemon, Dead Rabbit Orinoco Bitters

SECOND WIND
Smith & Cross Jamaican Rum, Ron Zacapa 23 Solera Rum,
blackstrap rum, Pedro Ximénez sherry, allspice,
Dead Rabbit Orinoco Bitters

CULTIVATED
HEAD OF STEAM

Bushmills Black Bush Irish Whiskey, Noilly Ambre,
Pedro Ximénez sherry, chocolate, Dead Rabbit Orinoco Bitters

THUNDERBOLT
Powers John’s Lane Release Irish Whiskey, ginger, banana,
allspice, chocolate, Dead Rabbit Orinoco Bitters
ALL DRINKS

$14

PUNCH BOWLS FROM

$50

P R I C E S D O N O T I N C L U D E N Y S S A L E S TA X ( 8 . 8 7 5 % )

m.

STRONG
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LOW-SPIRITED
LOW-ALCOHOL, PLEASANT, SIMPLE, CLEAN.

BIT T ER
TRAITOR

Fino sherry, bitter orange, lemon

BILL THE BUTCHER

Port wine, lemon, raspberry, rhubarb,
Bittermens Burlesque Bitters

AMBITIOUS
BOWERY B’HOY

Sparkling wine, lemon, mace, Dead Rabbit Orinoco Bitters

DEAD RABBIT

Quinine-infused aperitif wine, manzanilla sherry, peach, orange,
chamomile, Bittermens Boston Bittahs

CULTIVATED
JULY 27TH

Champagne cider, lemon, apple, Dead Rabbit Orinoco Bitters

AMOS STREET DOCK
Dry vermouth, Pernod Absinthe, lemon, cucumber, violet

LEONARD STREET
Absolut Craft Smoky Tea Vodka, lemon, ginger, lemongrass,
lavender, Boker’s Bitters

BLACK AND BLUE
Absolut Craft Herbaceous Lemon Vodka, American porter,
lemon, allspice, Boker’s Bitters

ALL DRINKS

$14

PUNCH BOWLS FROM

$50

P R I C E S D O N O T I N C L U D E N Y S S A L E S TA X ( 8 . 8 7 5 % )

o.

LOW-SPIRITED
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BIT T ER

REFRESHING, INVIGORATING, MEDICINAL, DRY.

AMBITIOUS
S TA N W I X H A L L ( H O T )

Jameson Original Irish Whiskey, rhubarb, cranberry, lemon,
apple, allspice, Dead Rabbit Orinoco Bitters

KING OF THE NEWSBOYS
Tyrconnell Single Malt Irish Whiskey, peated Scotch Whisky,
gentian, lemon, honey, orange flower water

CULTIVATED
MISFIRE

Rémy Martin VS Cognac, Amaro Sibilla, gentian, aniseed,
Dead Rabbit Orinoco Bitters

COLD BLOOD
Tanqueray Gin, dry vermouth, bitter orange, pink grapefruit

S TA N D A R D B E A R E R
Jameson Original Irish Whiskey, gentian, apricot, pear, lime,
pineapple, chamomile

REVOLVER
Green Spot Irish Whiskey, Green Chartreuse, dry vermouth,
alpine herbs, orange

LEW BAKER
Powers Signature Release Irish Whiskey, Amère Nouvelle,
sweet vermouth

TRUE AMERICAN
Old Forester Signature 100-proof Bourbon, cranberry,
bitter orange, Dead Rabbit Orinoco Bitters
ALL DRINKS

$14

PUNCH BOWLS FROM

$50

P R I C E S D O N O T I N C L U D E N Y S S A L E S TA X ( 8 . 8 7 5 % )

q.

BIT T ER
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AMBITIOUS
ADVENTUROUS, CHALLENGING, INTRICATE, COMPLEX.

I N D E P E N D E N C E D AY

CULTIVATED
Mordain Poitín, Pernod Absinthe, mint, vanilla, pistachio,
eucalyptus, fresh cream

GANG RIOT
Connemara Peated Irish Whiskey, Galliano L’autentico,
Pernod Absinthe, sweet vermouth, Dead Rabbit Orinoco Bitters

GREEN DRAGON
Wormwood-infused Mordain Poitín, aniseed, lime,
almond, bay leaf

PARADISE SQUARE (HOT)
Jameson Black Barrel Irish Whiskey, Irish stout, apple,
demerara sugar, spice

C O M B ATA N T
Connemara Peated Irish Whiskey, manzanilla sherry, aniseed,
lemon, pineapple, allspice, Dead Rabbit Orinoco Bitters

RABBIT PUNCH (BOWL)
Jameson Black Barrel Irish Whiskey, Del Maguey Vida Mezcal,
cherry, lemon, pineapple, raspberry, Bittermens Burlesque Bitters

FUGITIVE
Green tea-infused Powers Gold Label Irish Whiskey,
Del Maguey Vida Mezcal, alpine herbs, almond, lemon, chamomile

L O R D O F T H E WA R D
Bulleit Rye Whiskey, white chocolate, allspice, lime, orange,
Dead Rabbit Orinoco Bitters
ALL DRINKS

$14

PUNCH BOWLS FROM

$50

P R I C E S D O N O T I N C L U D E N Y S S A L E S TA X ( 8 . 8 7 5 % )

s.

AMBITIOUS
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CULTIVATED
SOPHISTICATED, CLASSIC, PERFECTED, ESTABLISHED.

LAST FIGHT
Paddy Irish Whiskey, Madeira, lemon, turbinado sugar, cloves,
sassafras, allspice, mace

CHILDHOOD NEMESIS
Hop-infused dark rum, oloroso sherry, ginger, vanilla,
lemon, Dead Rabbit Orinoco Bitters

BENECIA BOY (HOT)
Powers Gold Label Irish Whiskey, coffee, demerara sugar,
heavy cream, nutmeg

LONG POINT (HOT)
Redbreast Cask Strength Irish Whiskey,
Rémy Martin 1738 Cognac, Jamaican rum blend, lemon,
hot water, Dead Rabbit Orinoco Bitters

OCTOBER 20TH
Plymouth Gin, sweet muscat, white cherry, orange

KNOCK-OUT PUNCH (BOWL)
Jameson Black Barrel Irish Whiskey, cranberry, elderflower,
lemon, quince, Bittermens Burlesque Bitters, champagne cider

11TH ROUND
Powers Signature Release Irish Whiskey, Pernod Absinthe,
aperitif wine, pear, Bittermens Boston Bittahs

RENOUNCEMENT
Bushmills Black Bush Irish Whiskey, Pedro Ximénez sherry,
allspice, egg yolk, sea salt
ALL DRINKS

$14

PUNCH BOWLS FROM

$50

P R I C E S D O N O T I N C L U D E N Y S S A L E S TA X ( 8 . 8 7 5 % )

u.

MORDAIN SPREAD
Poitín is a fiery spirit that has been made in
Ireland for centuries. Outlawed by the
British, condemned by the Catholic Church,
its production continued to flourish. It is
often made in remote or difficult to reach
places under the cover of darkness, or on
windy days that hide the telltale smoke of
the still and the kiln.
Poitín has been made for generations on
Cnoc Mordain. The mountain is named for a
druid who made his home there in ancient
times, terrorizing the local peasants and
extracting tribute with his fearsome hound.
The ominous history of the mountain keeps
its mystique as a secretive haven for the
Poitín makers who may still operate there.
Our Poitín is made to an age old recipe that
comes from Cnoc Mordain, produced from a
desire to preserve the traditions and folk
history of this ancient craft. It allows
others to enjoy this gray drop, an indelible
part of Connemara and Irish heritage.
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DAVE BROOM
Dave Broom is a Glasgow-born writer who specializes in the
world of spirits. In his 25 years writing, he’s been the features
editor on a weekly drinks title, a cellar rat in a Margaret River
winery, and is now contributing editor to Whisky Magazine,
columnist and taster at Whisky Advocate, editor in chief at
Whisky Magazine Japan and writer for diverse titles around
the world, ranging from the Financial Times, to Mixology
(Germany) and Drink! (China).

his latest The World Atlas of Whisky has been hailed as “a
landmark publication.” Around half of his life these days is
spent traveling and teaching, the most recent innovation
being www.theworldmasterclass.com, a comprehensive online course about all whisky styles. He’s a Master of the Quaich
and a Kentucky Colonel and, in case you were wondering, he
loves Irish whiskey.

BY DAVE BROOM
means or facilities for
conducting this business than
Ireland, grain being plentiful,
fuel cheap, water in abundance,
workmen numerous, and eager
for employment, with a ready
market always to be had for the
disposal of the commodity.”
Samuel Morewood, 1838

x.

y.
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FRESH
DIVERSION

Mists of time - alchemists - healers - placemen - taxation

How then to begin? In half-heard reports, in legend and myth, out of which
comes forth some sort of narrative, though we don’t even know what whiskey’s

A medicine? Possibly. The MacBeathad family, physicians to the court of Ó
Catháin in Antrim, may have translated Arabic scientists’ texts mentioning

PROSPEROUS

What is it, this thing called Irish whiskey? Many things:
a drink, a lubricious lubricant, a cocktail ingredient,
the liquid pulse of a people, a distillation of place
and sensibility, a stream like the meandering and
circumlocutory waterways of thought.

distillation from Latin into Gaelic as early as 1300.

No one woke up one morning and said, “I will make Irish whiskey.” It didn’t

of “usquebaugh”—Gaelic for “water of life”—in the Red Book of Ossory, a

leap like a salmon from the mind to the still, and then drip clear into a cask. It

14th century collection of medieval documents.

took turns and twists down blind alleys, it became contrary and contradictive,
it reveled in glories and sank into despair, it shifted shape and took on many
forms, its names were legion. It is of the earth and the grass, of the rock and the
shore, the mountains and the cities. It is Ireland distilled.

z.

A search for ultimate truth when alchemists believed that in the miraculous

RI C H

transformation from turbid liquid into something pure and powerful, they
could discern Spirit? Possibly.

Something to make merry with? Possibly. There is a recipe for the making

FI RE

The paper trail only starts when an act was passed in 1556 to try and control

DECLINE

the production of aqua vitae, “a drink ... to be daily drunken ... now universally
made through the realm of Ireland,” by restricting its production to lords,
gentlemen and freemen.

REBIRTH
aa.
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The popularity of Ireland’s aqua vitae, its usquebaugh, was spreading. Queen
Elizabeth I sipped it, Shakespeare wrote about in the The Merry Wives of
Windsor: “I would rather trust ... an Irishman with my aqua-vitae bottle…than
my wife with herself.” Little has changed.
Did the Irish lords’ plans to ally with Spain and force the English out of Ireland
founder in Kinsale in 1601 when the battle plans were divulged in exchange for a
bottle of usquebaugh, or were lips simply loosened by a glass or three?
Whatever the case, the failure of that rebellion and the subsequent Flight of the
Earls in 1607 led to the new King’s placemen, like Charles Waterhouse (Munster),
William Taillor (Galway) George Sexton (Leinster), and Sir Thomas Phillips (“Ó
Catháin’s County,” aka Antrim) being granted the sole right to distill, as was the
Earl of Cork, who gave Sir Walter Raleigh a cask of his home-distilled usquebaugh
for his last Atlantic foray.
Although this corrupt system soon foundered, whiskey’s nature kept changing;
a black oat variant—Builcean (it translates as “mad head”)—was also made. No

t'VSOBDFGPSEJTUJMMBUJPOPGBRVBWJUBFt
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FRESH
DIVERSION
The True and Remarkable History of Usquebaugh

These days it’s held that the word “whiskey” is a bastardization of
“usquebaugh” but the latter was always a different drink. Sir Thomas
Phillips’ 17th-century patent allowed him to distill “aquavitae,
usquebaugh and acqua composita”: spirit, spirit with botanical
flavorings, and spirit with flavorings added.
At the beginning of the 17th century, the traveler Fynes Moryson
wrote the following in his Itinerary: “[Irish] Usquebaugh ...
[is] preferred before our own [English] aqua vitae because of the
mingling of Raysons, Fennell seede and other things, mitigating the
heat and makeing the taste pleasant ...”
The recipes come thick and fast for the next 300 years, all using herbs,
fruits, spices, and, always at the end, a squeeze of saffron to tint the
drink yellow. These are complex recipes, suggesting that ingredients were
used to craft specific exotic flavors rather than to disguise bad spirit.
Usquebaugh was being made in Ireland (and Scotland) until the
19th century. In France, its name had been warped into Scubac, and
under this guise it travelled to America, where, in 1891, it makes its
final appearance in The Only William’s bar book The Flowing Bowl.

ad.

The people’s drink - poitín - rebellion

PROSPEROUS
“In order to promote tillage, several gentlemen have of late encouraged the
distillation of whiskey; but it may be doubted whether the use of this liquor
by the common people, may not in time contribute to the ruin of tillage, by

RI C H

proving a slow poison to the drinkers of it.”

Charles Smyth MD, ‘Ancient and Present State of Waterford’ (1746)

FI RE

By the 18th century, there was a compulsion for whiskey in rural Ireland.
It had become melded into culture. It had become the liquid used to ease
conversation, to soothe throats that were meant to sing, and to loosen the

DECLINE

At the same time, town and city distillers were beginning to see that whiskey-

REBIRTH

making could be a lucrative enterprise. These distillers included Matthew
McManus in Kilbeggan and Peter Roe on Dublin’s Thomas Street, both of

ae.
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FRESH

DIVERSION
The mid-18th century was a time of raucous intemperance, particularly in
London, where the gin craze had taken hold. In an attempt to control gin,
legislators taxed whiskey stills in Ireland and Scotland on their capacity,
which simply meant that the spirit was distilled rapidly—to the detriment
of quality. Those who couldn’t afford the tax slipped underground. In 1779,
there were 1,228 registered distilleries in Ireland. One year later, 982 of

PROSPEROUS

them had “disappeared.”
The Reverend Edward Chichester from North Donegal was on the side of the

RI C H

Enter capital - distilling on a grand scale Irish whiskey goes into the world

moonshiners and their poitín. His broadside, ‘The Oppressions and Cruelties of

At the start of the 19th century, Dublin was a growing metropolis and trading
been produced illicitly in Donegal alone. A way to pay rent, said Chichester.

FI RE

swelled. This, the second most economically important city of the British
Empire, was a place to do business, and for some, that meant distilling.

DECLINE

By the 1820s, a third of the whiskey being distilled in Ireland and Scotland was

John Jameson, a Scot who had married into Scottish whiskey royalty, the

illicit. Something had to give, and the Excise Act of 1823 allowed capital to be

Haigs, arrived in the city in the late 18th century and in 1780 bought into the

invested into distilling.

existing Bow Street distillery. His eldest son John took over, while his other

While the Scots accepted the change, in Ireland, poitín-making continued. In
1835, there were 692 seizures of illicit stills in Scotland, while in Ireland, there
were 8,192. By 1864, when only 19 arrests took place in Scotland, 2,757 took
place in Ireland.

son, William, bought the Marrowbone Lane distillery from Robert Stein (also
related to the Haigs).

REBIRTH

By the middle of the century, a person could navigate the city by the distilleries,
beginning at the Dublin Distillery in Jones Road on the banks of the Tolka,

Fighting against “Parliamentary whiskey”—legally produced whiskey—was

past Powers John’s Lane, west to Roe’s Thomas Street, a jink back towards

seen as a strike against the state, against capital, against the city. There were

the river and William Jameson’s Marrowbone Lane, before heading over the

economic, religious and cultural elements to the rural resistance. It would,
however, be futile.

Chapelizod distillery.

af.

ag.

1.

Dublin Distillery,
Jones Road

4. William Jameson Distillery,
Marrowbone Lane

2. Powers Distillery,

5. JJ&S Distillery,

3. Roe’s Distillery,

6. Capleizod Distillery,

John’s Lane

Thomas Street

Bow Street

Phoenix Park
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In The Whisky Distilleries of the United Kingdom, Barnard provides a snapshot
not just of distilling, but also of the country—and his Englishman’s fears over
nationalist agitation—however when he did get caught up in a demonstration

Roe’s 120-foot copper-domed windmill with its statue of Saint Patrick on its

in which a rickety cart drawn by a rickety horse was carrying a freed martyr,

summit inferred a God-given blessing to make whiskey.

he admits, “we enjoyed the fun immensely and got mixed up with the crowd,

Hidden behind the distilleries, the debtors of the Marshalsea prison lobbed
their tennis balls over the wall to try and be noticed. Not all in Dublin were

us and were almost induced to join their ranks.”
Barnard saw a country in which distillers were beginning to install modern

country was widening, so also was the gulf between the rich and the poor. The

equipment, such in the ancient shell of a mill at the Glen distillery in Kilnay,

distillers had little concern for this beyond the welfare of their own workforces.

or at Bandon, where “from time to time every new patent and appliance

They had greater visions, of their whiskeys being sold around the world. Dublin,

known and used in distilling has been added.”

a port city, was linked to the world. Yes, they could supply the hinterland, but

We can still get an idea of those times at Bow Street in Dublin, Old Midleton,

riches lay beyond the sea.

or Locke’s in Kilbeggan, and at the last inhale once more the sweet smell of
distillation as it leans around the crepuscular workings of the distillery with its
vast, shallow mash tun and its gurgling steam engine.

In 1867, four of Cork’s plants—North Mall, Watercourse, John Street, and
The Green—merged with nearby Midleton to form Cork Distilleries Company
whiskey had begun.
By the time the British historian Alfred Barnard visited the distilleries in
1886, although the number of distilleries had been reduced, their size had—by
and large—further increased, like Allman’s eight-acre site in Bandon, County
Cork. At Monasterevin in County Kildare, the street outside the distillery was
thronged with local farmers, their carts laden with the corn that would end up
in the distillery’s beehive-shaped mashhouse.
t#BOEPO%JTUJMMFSZ $P$PSLt
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DIVERSION

PROSPEROUS
RICH
How a tax dodge created one of the world’s greatest whiskey styles

FIRE

By then usquebaugh was only being made privately, and Irish whiskey was

changed—with aromas of apple and fruits and a spiced palate-clinging
in Scotland.
By Barnard’s visit, all but two distilleries (Coleraine and Glen) made their
stills, others redistilling in a two-still operation, and a few in the country still
using peat. The style, as described by Barnard, is recognizable as the pot still
we enjoy today. Here he is on the whiskey from Monasterevin: “The whisky
manufactured is of exactly the same character as the celebrated Dublin

to challenge rum and brandy as having middle-class respectability. That

DECLINE

make ... a fat, creamy whisky suitable for both blending and as a self spirit.”

necessitated a deeper knowledge of distillation. Here’s Samuel Morewood
writing about it in 1838 in A Philosophical and Statistical History of the

Barnard wasn’t a modern whiskey writer. He didn’t pepper his prose with

Inventions and Customs of Ancient and Modern Nations in the Manufacture

tasting notes, and only occasionally rhapsodized about the quality of the

and Use of Inebriating Liquors:

make. Maybe he just wasn’t given a glass that often, but when he tried that

REBIRTH

“... when grains are intended to be converted into fermentable liquors, it is
necessary to have a portion of them malted in order the more readily to cause

“celebrated Dublin make,” he was in raptures, as in this account of the whiskey
from Powers John’s Lane.

the farinaceous parts to be converted into the saccharine substrate …. It was
formerly thought essential to subject the entire quantity intended to be brewed

either as a blending or single whiskey. The old make, which we drank with our

in this process; but experience has proved that a mixture of raw with malted
grain will answer that purpose.”
This mixing of malted and unmalted barley into what we now know as single
pot still became commonplace after 1852, when the imposition of a new Malt

so dear to the hearts of connoisseurs, as one could possibly desire.”
The popularity of single pot still was growing. This was the whiskey style

Tax would have meant that these huge plants would have been burdened
quality, and consistency; improved distillation techniques; the development of

with massive bills.
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PROSPEROUS
a style and variations on that style from each producer. Having the name of the

RI C H

producer on every cask as a mark of quality helped.

in-house—Gold Label was launched in 1886. Like other distilleries, it also

FI RE

supplied whiskey in bottle and in cask to publicans and merchants for their
own brands, including as Gilbey’s Redbreast and for Dublin’s Mitchell family,
with its color-coded range of Blue, Green, Yellow and Red spots. You bought
your whiskey with the guarantee of the name of the merchant and the distiller.
Single pot still Irish whiskey was building a reputation abroad because of its
quality—in England, in France, and even in Scotland, where, by the middle
of the century, it was more popular than domestically produced brands. In
addition, the Irish diaspora around the globe was calling for a potent liquid
reminder of home, and nowhere more so than in America. Bartenders were
using Irish whiskey in their new cocktails—Jerry Thomas, the man who mixed

Pot still versus column - the Scots come out swinging

DECLINE

Success breeds copies, corner-cutting, cheapening and coattail-riding. It was
Victorian capitalism that prompted the building of the giant Irish distilleries. It
was capitalism that also triggered a desire in some distillers for ever-cheaper ways

REBIRTH

of making whiskey. Batch distilling in pots—no matter how large—was costly and
time-consuming. If only wash could be fed in one end and a continuous stream of
(who had resigned from the Excise) adapted the principles of two other designs
and patented his two-column still. His design is still in use today.

for Cold Irish Whiskey Toddy.
Stir in the near-destruction of the Cognac vineyards by the louse phylloxera in
the 1870s—resulting in the virtual disappearance of brandy for 25 years—and
a switch by the middle class from brandy to whiskey, and single pot still Irish

Instead, it was lean and, when unaged, hot. It was, pot still distillers argued, not
even whiskey at all.
The problem for them was that “Irish whiskey” was popular, and unscrupulous
distillers in England and Scotland either imported small amounts of Irish
whiskey to blend with column still whiskey; distilled “Irish style” whiskey in
Scotland, or shipped cheap whiskey to Dublin, bottled it there as “Irish,” and
re-exported it to England.
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Barley delivery Bow Street 1920

Grain deliveries Bow Street

Feeding grain into
hopperhead

Mash Tuns Bow Street
Barley coming off
conveyor belt Bow Street

Images ©Irish Distillers Limited

Casks of Jameson loaded
for export Bow Street 1920

Copperage Bow Street 1920

ttling Johns Lane
Foreign export bo

Images ©Irish Distillers Limited

Part of a consignment of 1000 cases
of Jameson being loaded board the
‘American Merchant’ for shipment
to USA - possibly the first postprohibition consignment.
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PROSPEROUS
RI C H

Dublin’s Big Four went on the attack in 1879 with a blast against column still

FI RE

whiskey called ‘The Truths About Whisky,’ detailing the systematic adulteration
of the product and its image, and calling for a banning of the term “whisky” being
used in relation to column still distillate. It also handily outlined their approach
to maturation:

maturity and highest excellence cannot be reckoned upon under an age of from 3

DECLINE
REBIRTH

The price of independence - Prohibition - restrictions - and implosion

It seemed as the 20th century started that while a blow had been dealt to
genuine Whisky is subjected, if preparation it may be called, it that it is generally

single pot still, that it could duke it out against blended Scotch, but whiskey
was to become a pawn in a larger political game. First came World War I

become a piece of popular knowledge; and hence consumers expect Dublin

and the closure of the distilleries, followed by the 1916 Easter Rising, the

Whiskey or as they now generally call it, Irish Whisky, to have some indication of

Irish War of Independence (1919–21) and the Irish Civil War (1922–23). At
the end of it all, Ireland was divided, a new country with only one major

The Scots had no such qualms. Blending grain (often unaged) with malt had

industry—whiskey distilling.

started in the 1860s, and by the time ‘The Truths’ was published, the big blending
houses were establishing their brands globally. It all came to a head in 1908, when
a Royal Commission decreed, in the way that government enquiries always do,
that everyone was right:

the major destination for whiskey. But Ireland’s freedom coincided with
Prohibition, and despite distillers being lobbied by parties interested in the new
“special trade”—bootlegging—they either said they would have no truck with

“Whisky is a spirit obtained by distillation from a mash of cereal grains,

such nefarious practices or were told to say so by the new government. Their
from its biggest market, and the Scots cleaned up.

It was a blow to the pot still distillers, but nothing compared to what was

A trade war with the U.K. had simultaneously put paid to the British Empire

about to happen.

markets, while the Irish government seemed hell-bent on trying to make life as
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years, taxes were raised, and an export cap was applied. This insular approach
on the part of legislators was to have catastrophic results.
The industry imploded. By the 1930s, the only distilleries left standing were
plants in County Cork. Six distilleries.
In 1952, the value of exports of Irish whiskey was £500,000. That of Scotch—
which had continued to seek exports even through WWII—was £32.5M. The
same year, Locke’s closed. The year after, Tullamore.
The situation was not much better in the North. Here, single pot still whiskey
was made throughout the 1800s, although the larger plants in Belfast and
Derry had begun to add column stills by the end of the century and were selling
their product cheaper than Scottish grain spirit.

immediately embarked on a scorched-earth policy with its Irish competitors,
buying seven distilleries in Ireland: Avoniel and Connswater in Belfast,
Waterside and Abbey in Derry; Dundalk and Thomondgate in Limerick, and
Phoenix Park in Dublin. It closed them all. Dunville’s Royal Irish in Belfast,
Willie Ross soon after, “is an irrelevance.”
Only three Northern Irish distilleries—Coleraine, Comber, and Bushmills—
escaped, probably because they were too small to be of consequence for
DCL. Of those, only Bushmills in County Antrim would last. Although

Dublin during the The Easter Rising in 1916
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whiskey-making had taken place in Antrim since the 1608 patent was issued,
Bushmills distillery dated from 1784. When Barnard visited, commenting
that “they are alive to all modern inventions.” The style was single pot still,
double distilled. This changed in the 1930s, when the method shifted to tripledistilled single malt. In 1947, Bushmills and Coleraine merged, with the latter
supplying grain for the Bushmills blends.
By then 1950s, Ireland was littered with the ruins of distilleries, the pots
melted for scrap, the casks ending up as garden furniture, the whiskeys which
had thrilled the world no more than evanescent memories. When a distillery
dies, a community dies as well. The situation was bad enough in the cities, and
even worse in rural Ireland, where the local distillery was often the sole source
of employment. It was farewell to Limerick, Dundalk, and Drogheda; no more
would the steam rise from Athlone, Clonmel, and Roscrea. Monasterevin was
no more, neither Longford, Galway, Birr, Bandon, and Buncara. The streets
around Marrowbone Lane, Thomas Street, and Jones Road were hushed.
Phoenix Park would never be reborn. Comber, Nun’s Island, Tullamore,
Killether, and Dungannon were all gone. Carrickfergus was a ghost, and in
Kilkenny, the stones stood silent.
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DECLINE
REBIRTH
Consolidation - regrouping - a new world for Irish whiskey the return of single pot still

In 1966, the last remaining distillers in the Republic—Jameson, Powers,
and CDC—merged to form Irish Distillers Limited (IDL). Four years later, a

single pot still which was light and fresh, but had enough juicy fruitiness to
appeal to a new whiskey drinker. It was a spark.
The insular approach that had been imposed on the Irish trade had been lifted
in 1953, but in the 1970s, that export was actively sought. The old bonded
merchants were no longer supplied. The future would be in their own hands
with Paddy, Powers, and Jameson.
A new distillery was built at Midleton, with the last three old distilleries closing
as a result. Importantly, however, the base whiskeys used to make all of the old
The Delegation of Irish Distillery
Presidents arriving in Manhattan
by helicopter 04/28/1960 to promote
Irish Whiskey in America.

brands were still being made at the new plant. There was an old heart beating

Images ©Irish Distillers Limited

concerned purely with raising the quality of the whiskey ever higher. In 1973,

in Midleton’s shiny new world.
By now, a radical new wood policy was being unveiled, one which was
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A Literary

being made in Ireland.
Could Irish whiskey stop being an irrelevance? Jameson’s reputation was rising,
1987, when, on the Cooley peninsula in County Louth, an old chemical distillation
plant was turned into a whiskey distillery.

Then, in 2005, IDL’s parent company Pernod Ricard sold Bushmills to its biggest
rival, Diageo. Now there were three distillers, three ways of making whiskey.
A category had re-emerged.

rediscovered Irish whiskey. As I write, there are plans for 19 new distilleries across
the whole island of Ireland. Not all will succeed, but enough will. Irish whiskey
hot. Irish whiskey is single malt, it is smoked, it is triple-distilled, it is blended,
whiskey the world fell in love with. It is there, whispering in your ear, easing

And so “with half a glance of Irish frisky
(a Juan Jaimesan hastaluego)”

A Joycean wander through whiskey

Whiskey people like to talk. It’s the drink, you say. Whiskey makes you
loquacious, but it can also lead to you boring the audience, a bit like
Cotter in James Joyce’s short story ‘The Sisters’: “when we knew him
first used to be rather interesting, talking of faints and worms; but I soon
grew tired of him and his endless stories about the distillery.”
And yet rivers of whiskey run through Joyce’s endless tales, and not
surprisingly. His father was secretary of the Chapelizod distillery
(Phoenix Park) and the financial impact of its closure significantly
reduced the Joyce family’s circumstances.
Analogies to distillation abound in Ulysses—as creative process,
as purification, concentration and getting to the essence of things,
of digging into the marrowbone of life, while whiskey appears
throughout Finnegans Wake, itself a distillation of language:
“Wake? Usqueadbaugham!”
In the novel’s pages lurk Powers, Bushmills, Roe, and Persse, but
repeating like an echo is the name of Joyce’s own favorite glass:
“Rot a peck of pa’s malt had Jhem or Shen brewed by arclight.”
It emerges as
“JJ&S,” “Jhon Jhamieson and Song,” “Jammesons,’
“Jon Jacobsen,” and ‘Shamous Shamonous Limited.”
Part of Ireland, part of the world, a signifier.

James Joyce, Finnegans Wake
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A selection of Jameson throughout the years

Images courtesy of Irish Distillers Limited Archive
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Still Whiskeys of Midleton. Launched to rejuvenate the
popular style of whiskey to its former glory, the pinnacle
of the range, Midleton Barry Crockett Legacy, marked

Barry Crockett
Master Distiller Emeritus
“As I now step down from the position of Master Distiller
I am struck by what an incredible honor it has been to
oversee the wonder that is the Midleton Distillery”
Barry Crockett’s life has always been tied to Irish whiskey
and in particular Jameson. Born in the distiller’s cottage
at the Midleton Distillery, and as the son of the then
Master Distiller Max Crockett, it seemed inevitable he
would follow in his father’s footsteps. Now after nearly
50 years of service, 31 spent as Master Distiller, Barry is
finally retiring.
As a young apprentice, learning his craft from his father,
and, eventually succeeding him as Master Distiller in
1981 Barry oversaw the distilling operation at Midleton,
which gives rise to some of the most remarkable whiskey
distillates in the world.

product has been named after a Master Distiller.
Fittingly, Whisky Advocate has honoured Barry with its
19th Annual Lifetime Achievement award.
Commenting on his retirement Barry said:
“Midleton Distillery may correctly be described as
important in the industrial history of Ireland, it is
unique in the context of Irish Distilling. Its success
is a direct consequence of an ongoing openness
to innovation and development whilst always
concentrating on the craft. I am fortunate to have
been part of the ongoing progress from an early
age. The lessons learnt from my father, and, so
many committed and passionate people were vital in
providing the foundation essential to continuing the
particularly happy to see my successor Brian Nation
now take on the role of Master Distiller. I know that
with his guidance the future of the Distillery will see
the balance between the heritage of the Distillery and
the ongoing need to constantly evolve well secured.”

During his time as Master Distiller Barry has been
as an industry legend, creating much loved whiskeys
throughout his lengthy career. In 1984 Barry developed the
Very Rare, and in 2011 oversaw the launch of the Single Pot
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gallons. This volume was close to the maximum capacity. Due to a variety
of economic factors, output began to fall, particularly in the first part of the
20th century.
Ireland started to emerge from the long economic slump in the early 1960s.
This was due initially to a free trade agreement with the United Kingdom
in 1964, and more particularly joining the EEC in 1973. The first big sign
of optimism in Midleton was a decision of the company to invest in the
construction of a new continuous column distillation unit at Midleton in
1962. This five-column unit was designed to produce a neutral spirit from a
cereal mash. This refined spirit became the base for a vodka spirit.
By Barry Crockett

The original woolen mill at Midleton was purchased by the Murphy brothers
on December 20, 1825. As wealthy Cork merchants, the brothers saw an
opportunity to create a distilling operation in Midleton, even though there was
already a distillery in the town. Reconstruction of the site took place quickly,
and the estimated cost of the project was around £30,000. The brothers had

The coming together of the Jameson, Powers and Cork distilleries companies
to form Irish Distillers Limited in 1966 began the business transformation
of distilling in Ireland. For the first time in decades, the business sentiment
in Ireland and in distilling adopted a positive aspect. Initially, Irish
Distillers launched a development plan for the existing distilleries. Midleton
was a considerable beneficiary. Technical improvements were made in
brewing, distillation and maturation areas. In addition to furthering the
development of pot still whiskey, the company looked to the possibility of

correspondence towards the end of 1826, they proclaimed that the quality of
the spirit spoke for itself. The success of the distillery increased continuously
and there was ongoing investment in plant expansion and distillery output.
Many of the other smaller distilleries in Cork and other areas closed; as they
did, Midleton became more renowned. The traveler and whiskey writer Alfred
Barnard visited Midleton and other Irish distilleries in 1887. He presents the
distillery as one of bustling activity and gives the annual output at 1,000,000

bj.

recommencing the distillation of grain whiskey. The 1962 column still was
modified to produce a refined grain whiskey, and increasing stocks of this
whiskey type were laid down. This important development provided grain
whiskey for blending purposes, laying the groundwork for the introduction
of blended whiskey styles, which were more appealing to the wider world
markets. It also enabled the commencement of marketing campaigns in the
United Kingdom and in the United States. The increase in production was

bk.

Map of Midleton Distillery 1866, unchanged in layout since its purchase in 1825
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such that by 1974, the output of Midleton Distillery reached 1,000,000

over the manner in which the stills were heated. The importance of this

gallons—full capacity.

development was the ability to control the cutting points more precisely; in

By the early 1970s, it became obvious there was little hope for expansion

this manner, the quality of the resulting spirit was enhanced.

on the old distillery sites. The Jameson and Powers distilleries were

The distinctiveness of Irish pot still whiskey relies on the principle of

located in the center of Dublin. The company then took a momentous

triple distillation, and Midleton Distillery continues that tradition. As

decision, one that was to transform the entire industry. A plan to

well as allowing the distilling to meet the requirements of traditional

centralize operations was developed. Midleton was chosen as the ideal

flavors, the flexibility of Midleton enables the distillation of a range

site due to availability of land as well as its long-established distilling

of pot still styles. In addition to the pot still types, the new Midleton

tradition and expertise. A new distillery was built and came on stream

Distillery also includes the innovative extraction distillation process. The

in 1975. Meanwhile, all the old distilleries closed. The new facility

three-column unit of Canadian design enables the production of a range

comprised two distinct units, with both a pot still distillery as well as

of grain whiskey styles. The extractive process removes unpleasant oily

a column still distillery operating on the same site. For efficiency, each

compounds, resulting in a very fragrant and clean grain whiskey that is

shared utility services. The one overriding concern was to ensure that

ideal to use in a blend with pot still whiskey. The new distillery enabled

the methods employed in the old distilleries continued in the new one.

the development of new whiskey styles from the outset. These of course

Accordingly, the crafts and skills were faithfully guarded to ensure the

are in addition to the methods handed down from the old distilleries.

distillates particular to the original distilleries could be continued in

Without this development program, it would not have been possible

the new operation. At the same time, the new distillery offered much

to introduce the various branches of the Jameson family of whiskies.

greater flexibility than was possible in the older ones. Improved

Neither would it have been possible to reintroduce the single Irish pot

brewing and distillation systems greatly enhanced quality at every

still range.

stage of the process. Lauter tuns replaced the old mash tuns, and the
modern brewing system enabled production of clearer wort and thus a
more estery-flavored wash. From an efficiency viewpoint, better extract
was obtained. The pot stills also benefited from the improvement in
technology; gone was the use of internal steam coils to heat the stills.
The stills were now heated by external heat exchangers, which were not
only more efficient, but which also enabled much more precise control

bn.

Another major advance during the 1980–90 period was a major program
of research into maturation. Following this, a very significant investment
program was undertaken, and old and worn-out casks were taken out of the
system. A decision was taken to form closer relationships with cooperages in
the United States as well as in Europe. Only the best casks were purchased.
Quality control systems reached right back to establishing audit trails of
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Inside one of Midleton Distillery’s maturation warehouses (Image ©Irish Distillers Limited)
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the cask manufacturing process. This policy enabled a buildup of the very

was carried out and quality aspects were further enhanced. Eventually, this

finest cask stock. Different styles of whiskey were matured in the casks best

new system was introduced to the racked warehouses, and all warehousing

suited to the relevant maturation cycle.

now uses the palletized method.

Another aspect of maturation was the location and style of warehouse.

Distillery annual production demand is driven by projected demand for

The old distilleries were located in urban areas, and in some cases

the whiskey. The general economic shock in the aftermath of the 1979 oil

the warehouses were in cellars, beneath street level. It was clear that it

crisis and the currency crisis of 1993 necessitated short-term cutbacks

was impossible to continue to use these for logistic reasons. Over time,

in distillery throughput. Apart from those events, Midleton Distillery

these warehouses were emptied, and it became necessary to build new

continued to produce more whiskey every year. Irish distillers had a

warehouses more suited to modern conditions. The obvious place to build

determined plan to recapture the ground Irish whiskey lost in the early

these was alongside the distillery; accordingly, new warehouses were

part of the 20th century. The United States market was a crucial one, and

constructed at Midleton. The new purpose-built warehouses enabled much

Jameson was chosen as the brand best suited to the American taste. With

easier cask handling. Each warehouse had a central aisle with a steel-frame

adequate production facilities now in place, much greater emphasis could be

racking system on either side. Casks were hoisted on a lift, which ran on

placed on marketing and distribution.

rails the full length of the warehouse. Casks were loaded individually on
to the racks. Each cask was numbered and was fully traceable. The casks

The year 1989 was yet another transforming one for Midleton. By then, Irish

continued to rest on the bilge; in this way, the original method for cask

Distillers Limited had been acquired by Pernod Ricard as part of a friendly

storage remained. The advantage of the new system was that much greater

takeover. This enabled further investment and much greater distribution

volumes of casks could be handled and the ability to cater for increasing

in a broader group of markets. The United States market remained central

throughput easily managed. As time progressed, further improvements in

for Jameson, and the brand’s sophisticated marketing campaigns began to

cask handling were developed in the United States. One method utilized

bear fruit. The increasing demand for Jameson required extra throughput,

the concept of storage of casks on pallets. Each specially designed wooden

and this was achieved by a combination of extending the working hours and by

pallet held six casks. These pallets could then be stored or stacked one on

judicious investment in plant and equipment. By 2012, the plant reached full

top of the other. Following yet more research, it was proved there was no

capacity. By then a plant designed to produce 17 million liters of pure alcohol was

advantage to cask storage on the bilge, the rate of maturation was equal with

producing 34.5 million lpa and was working seven days a week. At the same time,

the new system. Midleton Distillery was among the first in Europe to adopt

the company was in a position to capitalize on the stocks of whiskey laid down

this new, logistically efficient maturation system. Further checking of casks

in previous decades. The Jameson family of whiskies was expanded, and a series
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Midleton Distillery’s new pot still house
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of single pot still Irish whiskey styles were brought to market. These latter styles
demonstrated that Midleton distillery had returned to its roots.
The success of Jameson and the single pot still range on the world market now
required a yet further response from Midleton. Another transforming decision
took place, and Pernod Ricard committed to investing 100 million Euros in plant
expansion. This project commenced early in 2012. It involved construction of
house and new grain whiskey distillery were also constructed. Again, the essential
message remains that of distilling the spirit with the same care and attention
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policy remains unaltered, and most of the barley used is purchased from within a
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50-kilometer radius of the distillery. The distillery is now a large complex, but one
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that applied since the very foundation of the distillery. The new pot stills are of

with the essentials of craft at its core. The production capacity of Midleton now
stands at 60 million lpa, a far cry from the 2.5 million lpa of the original distillery.
In addition to this, it has been necessary to develop a new warehousing site at
Dungourney, which, interestingly, is close to the source of the stream that supplies
Midleton distillery with water for distillation purposes.
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